
STAMPS
Fancy Flourishes, 2009 Holiday Tags

INK
Versamark Champagne, New Leaf, Chamomile Vintage Ink Cube

PAPER
18 sheets Vintage Cream cardstock

7 sheets Pure Poppy cardstock

OTHER
(1) spool New Leaf Grosgrain Ribbon

(1) bag Pure Poppy Vintage Buttons

(1) spool Vintage Twine 

Christmas Red Stickles (or red glitter and glue)

 
TOOLS
1-3/4" circle punch (or circle cutting die)

nesting corner rounders 

foam tape

glue dots

UPPLIES for 25 cardsS
Vintage Cream card base: 5-1/2" x 8-1/2", scored at 4-1/4

Vintage Cream tag: 3” x 3”

Pure Poppy for card front: 4-1/8" x 5-3/8"

New Leaf Grosgrain ribbon: 6-1/2" length, 
      wrapped around the back of the card front on both
      sides and taped in the back. 

utting listC

hol iday card making 101: brought to you by papertrey ink
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eace love joy P
designed by debbie olson



irectionsD

1.  Cut card base from Vintage Cream and card front from Pure Poppy. Round outer  corners.

2.  With the Versamagic Champagne ink, stamp flourishes using the Fancy Flourishes set.  (Alternately, you could 
     stamp them with a glue pad and add red glitter.)

3.  Stamp  sentiment in New Leaf ink on Vintage Cream cardstock. Punch or die cut the sentiment and apply 
     Chamomile distress ink to the edges. Dot berries with Christmas Red Stickles, or apply glue and red glitter.

4.  Wrap length of New Leaf grosgrain ribbon around the card front about 1/3 of the way up from the bottom 
     and tape ends down on the back of the card front.  Using foam tape, attach the sentiment circle to the card 
     front center, also centering it over the length of ribbon.  Add buttons on either side of the sentiment. (It might 
     be simpler to thread the buttons separately and then use a mini glue dot to attach them to the ribbon.)

5.  Attach card front to card base and stamp inside sentiment as desired.
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